
Extractors
The ceiling ventilation 200 series
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The private chef does not appreciate being 
distracted by vapour, odour, heat or even the hood. 
Therefore, the ceiling ventilation 200 series offers 
three effective solutions that are out of the chef’s 
way and field of vision. Quietly effective, their high 
performance, energy saving fans can be easily 
controlled via the cooktop and even automatically 
adjust themselves according to the amount of 
vapour in the air.

A quietly powerful statement
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Free hanging lift hood

This is ceiling ventilation that travels to the cooktop. 
Emerging from within the ceiling or from upon it, the 
private chef can lower the sophisticated structure 
closer to the source of the odour and vapour. Up 
close, the clean lines and perfect form of the 
Gaggenau Black anodized aluminium extractor 
impresses both visually and in its operation.

Conveniently, the mounting plate enables 
straightforward installation while the odour and 
grease filters are easily accessible. Dimmable, 
neutral white LED’s can illuminate or add 
atmosphere and, coupled with the motorised 
function, transform the necessity of ventilation into 
an unlikely performance art.
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Surface mounted

The rim extractor integrates with the room’s 
architecture, complementing any kitchen design 
with its Gaggenau Light Bronze tone and minimalist, 
brushed-finished surface. 

Crafted from precision aluminium and housing a 
quiet, energy efficient fan, it is also simple to install. 
Requiring no ceiling preparation or ducting, simply 
add electricity and you have a comprehensive, 
instant, solution to ventilation.
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Integrated

The impressive 120 cm extractor is large yet 
discreet, being embedded within the ceiling. Its 
ability to extract or recirculate the air as well as its 
sophisticated design ensures functional and 
aesthetic unification into any kitchen environment.

Straightforward to install and easy to maintain, the 
extractor’s flawless expanse of Gaggenau Light 
Bronze attracts the eye as well as vapours.
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Ceiling ventilation 200 series

Free hanging lift hood

Type reference 
AC 270 

Width 
105 cm 

Finish 
Gaggenau Black

Mode 
Recirculation

Surface mounted

Type reference 
AC 230 

Width 
105 cm 

Finish 
Gaggenau Light Bronze

Mode 
Recirculation

Integrated

Type reference 
AC 250

Width 
120 cm 

Finish 
Gaggenau Light Bronze

Mode 
Extraction & recirculation

Add a recirculation module to 
your order:

AA 010 811 air recirculation 
module stainless steel 

AA 012 811 air recirculation 
module white

* On an energy-efficiency class scale from A+++ to D.

 A+
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The difference is Gaggenau.

BSH Hausgeräte GmbH, P.O. Box 830101, 81701 Munich, Germany

For further information

 } The models and dimensions
 } www.gaggenau.com

https://www.gaggenau.com/gb/for-partners/resources/brochures
http://www.gaggenau.com
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